Guidance for Comp 6999 & Comp 7000

Master’s Project I and II

Course Objectives:
The purpose of the Master’s project is to allow the student to complete a research project that is applied to an area of Computer Science.

Eligibility and sequence:
A grad student can take Comp6999 & 7000 after having completed the first year of courses. A student can take these courses in the last year of their program, and after the workterm for students in that route.

Comp 7000 can only be taken after having completed Comp6999. These courses are evaluated completely separately. Students engaged in Comp7000 can either continue a previous project or do a new project, and even work with a different project supervisor than who they had for Comp6999.

Supervision:
The Master’s project is completed under the supervision of a research supervisor. The student is responsible for contacting potential supervisors. Supervisors can be contacted ahead of the registration period, up to the deadline for course registration for ay given term.

Expected Workload:
The workload should be comparable to that of a regular 3-hour course at the graduate level. Students should be able to complete Comp6999 and potentially another grad course if this is necessary for them to complete their degree requirements.

Credits and Grading:
Both courses are 3 credits each and are graded out of 100% points, using the MUN grading scale.

Registration
These courses are only available for manual registration through a course-change form, which must be signed by the supervisor and then by the Deputy Head for Grad Studies. The form needs to be submitted to the Graduate Secretary csgrad-secretary *at* mun *dot* ca
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